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Cilia develop long-lasting contacts, with other
cilia
Peter K Jackson*
The primary cilium has been much celebrated for its central
role as a sensory organelle. Whether we consider odorants
binding to odorant receptors in olfactory cilia or light
stimulating rhodopsin in the retinal outer segment, core ciliary structures and G-protein coupled receptors like rhodopsin allow our senses to function. The importance of
ciliary pathways in sensation is well illustrated in patients
with Bardet-Biedl syndrome, whose ciliary defects are linked
to anosmia and loss of retinal function [1]. In addition to
sensation, other ciliary GPCRs may bind specific hormones,
like serotonin or somatostatin, to control physiological signals. Other physical means of ciliary signalling have been
considered, including flow or mechanosensory sensing,
binding of exosomes, and even lateral contacts with supporting cells for neurons in chordotonal organs. But can
cilia reach out and touch one another? A report from the
Lippincott-Schwartz lab, in the launch issue of Cilia, suggests that not only do cilia touch, they may even stick together for a long time [2].
Cilia are organized around the axoneme, with the
centriole organizing the ciliary base [see 1,3, for reviews].
Around the axoneme, the ciliary membrane forms an
extended sheath, organizing ciliary receptors and other
membrane proteins. At the base of the cilium, the membrane typically shows an infolding or ciliary pocket,
which can be a site for endocytosis. At the distal end of
the cilium, the ciliary tip is a specialized segment of
membrane that extends from the axoneme, and may
serve a specialized function in signalling. The ciliary tip
may also be a site where exosomes pinch off. A scanning
electron microscopy study from the LaRusso lab
observed exosomes in close apposition to cholangiocytes
in ciliated bile ducts, and showed that isolated exosomes
containing polycystin-1, -2, and fibrocystin can efficiently
bind to cholangiocyte cilia [4,5]. The study suggested
that membrane bound structures can associate with the
ciliary membrane, and that specific paracrine effects of
exosomes might be mediated by binding to cilia. A study
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from the Kernan lab in chordotonal organs of Drosophila
suggested that a specialized “ciliary diliation”, a narrowing of the cilia, was organized by the intraflagellar transport (IFT-A) complex, and this ciliary specialization
interacted with supporting cells in the chordotonal organ
and was required for sensory function [6]. Finally, a
number of studies show that the distal end of the retinal
outer segment is in close juxtaposition to invaginations
in retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE), and that sloughing of outer segments triggers local phagocytosis by the
RPE [7]. Finally, in Chylamydomonas induced to mating,
the cilia can form agglutination structures critical to
their mating function [8].
So cilia appear to interact purposefully with cells and
exosomes from their surrounding cellular neighbourhood. But what about touching each other?
Lippincott-Schwartz and colleagues consider cilia-cilia
pairing, first looking into the retina and liver. In the retina,
they observe that the ciliary membrane of rod cells, enveloping both the connecting cilium and outer segment, are
closely packed side-by- side in the photoreceptor layer. The
close juxtaposition of outer segments suggested possible
adhesion sites. In the liver cholangiocytes, cilia extend into
the bile duct and may participate in bile flow and signalling.
Some cilia appeared to participate in cilia-cilia contacts, especially in younger animals. Moving to a cell culture model,
the authors find that when MDCK cells are induced to
form 3D cysts, the cilia are oriented on the apical surface
towards the lumen, and indeed form cilia-cilia contacts. In
MDCK cell monolayers grown on filters, the cilia are longer
(8–15 μ) and cells are close packed (10 μ spacing). Here the
cilia can form continuous arcs, or point contacts, and even
cilia-cilia networks. In other cells, less tightly packed and
with short cilia, the cilia-cilia contacts are less apparent.
If the cilia-cilia contacts are important, a first guess is
that they would be enduring, rather than transient. Indeed,
the authors find that by filming of cells, that most showed
contacts persisting for 2 hours, and over half of cell for up
to 20 hours or longer. So cilia-cilia contacts can be stable;
a first estimate is that 13 % of cilia make contact. What
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sets the percentage and whether there are cell mechanisms
that favor ciliary pairing would help us understand when
and where the phenomena is important. One might guess
that the density and organization of cells would be important to favor ciliary pairing. Some data suggest that ciliary
length may be regulated once preciliated cells reach confluence and establish adherens junctions, possibly requiring the Par3-Par6-aPKC pathway [9,10]. We could
consider a contact-dependent, ciliary extension model,
where cells establish cell-cell contacts, completing the formation of adherens junctions or tight junctions, which
would then trigger ciliary extension to allow cilia to reach
out and establish cilia-cilia communication. An intriguing
possibility is suggested by molecular properties of the
NPHP1-4-8 network of nephrocystins, a group of genes
defective in the nephronophthisis, a paediatric ciliopathy
with renal insufficiency. The NPHP1-4-8 proteins have
roles in both cell-cell and tight junction formation, and in
the formation of the ciliary transition zone [11,12]. These
proteins would be interesting candidates to communicate
between cell-cell junctions and the cilium.
In terms of how the “ciliary arcs” are formed, the
authors consider whether a single cilium might bend into
an arc; or if cilia from adjacent cells adhere; or if cilia
from adjacent cells actually fuse! Using time-lapse microscopy, it became clear that ciliary contacts are established first, and then zipped up to form a stable pairing.
Electron micrographs of the interaction was reminiscent
of an adhesive pairing, so the authors considered
whether known molecular pathways for adhesion were
required. Using EGTA to chelate calcium, and DTT to
dissolve disulphide bonds, neither disrupted ciliary
pairing, suggesting that neither calcium-dependent cadherins nor disulphide-requiring Ig domains were strongly
required. In contrast, treating cells with the mannosidase
II inhibitor swainsonine to block oligosaccharide formation, the authors did observe a loss of the ciliary pairing
phenomena. Other drugs perturbing glycoprotein formation like neuraminidase treatment or elastase treated
failed to block pairing, but these experiments were technically less conclusive. Considering the ever-important
cell cycle, it was clear that as cilated cells enter mitosis,
they also showed a loss of ciliary pairing, further supporting the potential biological relevance of the pairing
phenomena. Because Chylamydomonas also uses glycoproteins for ciliary pairing, there is now question of
which ciliary membrane protein(s) may mediate pairing.
Inspection of the ciliary or FABB proteome may be a
good place to look for candidates [13].
The studies here provide a provocative first glimpse of
how glycoprotein contacts may link cilia-cilia pairings in
cells, which could proceed from initial synaptic pairing to
more stable, “zipped-up” associations. Additional genetic
or molecular studies could inform and support the
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importance of these pairing for ciliary function. But the
larger question is why cilia would use such contacts.
Among the potential roles, a general function in intercellular communication between closely apposed cells or intracellular communication in tissues would be important. A
somewhat similar mechanism may be provided by cytonemes, specific filopodial intercellular links [14], and much
remains to be understood about the various physical connections that allow paracrine signalling in tissues. Indeed,
aside from secreted factors, cilia could serve as a second
important physical means to have cells communicate. Because ciliary signalling presumably predates neural signalling in evolution, we can imagine the intraciliary contacts
would form to regulate a primitive synaptic system communicating local exocytic or cilia-bound signals to bind
and trigger signalling to cilia on nearby cells. In highly
organized structures like the retina, these cilia-cilia contacts may be important to also serve structural or architectural roles. It may be surprising that new ultrastructure
can be discovered today, but as the present study illustrates, we first have to open our minds to the possibility of
new modes of cell-cell communication, and then start to
look for the evidence that informs us of how these pathways work. With the excitement around cilia, we are being
continually surprised. Maybe some labs already have the
sense that cilia-cilia pairings directly mediate cellular communication and can now see a path to publishing that data
to help the rest of us.
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